Robust steering control based on a specific two degree of freedom' control structure is used here for improving the yaw dynamics o f a passenger car. The usage of an auxiliary steering actuation system for imparting the corrective action of the steering controller is assumed. The design study is based on six operating conditions for vehicle speed and the coefficient of friction between the tires and the road representing the boundary of the operating domain of the vehicle. The design is carried out by finding the region in controller parameter plane where Hurwitz stability and a mixed sensitivity frequency domain constraint are sim~ltar~eously satisfied. A velocity based gain scheduling type implementation is used. Moreover, the steering controller has a fading effect that leaves the low frequency driving task to the driver, intervening only when necessary. The effectiveness of the final design is demonstrated using linear and nonlinear simulations.
Introduction
Dangerous yaw motions of an automobile may result from unexpected yaw disturbances caused by unsymmetrical car dynamics perturbations like side wind forces, unilateral loss of tire pressure or braking on unilaterally icy road (p-split braking). Safe driving requires the driver to react extremely quickly in such dangerous situations. This is not possible as the driver who can be modeled as a high gain control system with dead time overreacts, resulting in instability. Consequently, improvement of automobile yaw dynamics by active control to avoid such catastrophic situations has been and is continuing to be a subject of active research. One approach for yaw dynamics improvement is to use individual wheel braking, thereby creating the moment that is necessary to counteract the undesired yaw motion (van Zanten, 1995) . An altemative approach that is used in this work is to command additional steering angles to create the counteracting moment (Ackermann et al, 1996) . This latter approach has the advantage of having a larger lever arm with the associated capability of generating the required moments by using only small steering wheel corrective actions. As opposed to individual wheel braking, steering control can be applied continuously, also aiming at the compensation of small errors. The biggest advantage, obviously, can be achieved by making use of both active steering and individual wheel braking control.
There are basically two different possibilities of using the front wheel steering angle as control input. The first possibility is to add, in the electronic control unit, the steering controller output (auxiliary steering angle) to the steering signal which comes from -the driver. In this case, the total front wheel steering angle is set by a steer-by-wire actuator. Here, the second possibility, where the auxiliary steering angle is added mechanically, is employed. Therefore, an auxiliary steering actuator is required and the range of the auxiliary steering angle will consequently be limited. This causes the risk of actuator saturation in the presence of model errors or disturbances. Therefore, the control action should fade out after its initial corrective action instead of winding up so that the auxiliary steering angle will be fully available for new control action.
There are several physically motivated cmstraints imposed on the steering controller. It should be robust with respect to large variations in longitudinal speed, payload and road adhesion. Moreover, its actions should not be uncomfortable for the driver and passengers. The corrective actions should be imparted only when necessary i.e. in the frequency range where the driver is overstrained with the fast rejection of disturbances. In addition, the corrective action from the steering controller should not saturate the steering actuator as this can lead to limit cycle oscillations (Ackermann and Biinte, 1999) . In this paper, a two degree of freedom steering controller architecture based on the disturbance observer method (Ohnishi, 1987; Umeno and Hori, 1991; Giivenq and Srinivasan, 1994 ) is adapted to the vehicle yaw dynamics problem and shown to robustly improve vehicle yaw dynamics performance. Thereby, the parameter space approach (Ackermann et al, 1993 ) is applied to incorporate eigenvalue and bode magnitude sensitivity specifications (Odenthal and Blue, 2000) into the controller design. The same two degree of freedom steering controller structure was successfully applied to automobile yaw dynamics improvement in the previous studies of Biinte et al (2001) and Aksun Giivenq. e-al (2001) . In contrast to the abovementioned references, an auxiliary steering actuation system, a steering controller that only intervenes when necessary and a velocity gain scheduled implementation that is tested throughout the range of operation are considered and treated here.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The linearized single track vehicle yaw dynamics model being used for control design and analysis is introduced in Section 2 along with the numerical data being used. The steering controller design specifications are presented in Section 3. The two degree of freedom steering control architecture being used is presented in Section 4. Design satisfying a mixed sensitivity frequency domain bound is carried out in controller parameter space in Chapter 5. Linear and nonlinear simulation results are also given in this section to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The paper ends with a summary of the main results in Section 6. Ackermann et al, 1993) the latter two being due to variations in friction coefficient p between the road and the tires. This effect is captured in the formulation of the previous section in the new variables
The tire force characteristics are linearized as
and J = J / p , called virtual mass and virtual moment of inertia, respectively. The additional uncertainty in the cornering stiffnesses due to uncertain parameters-like normal force, longitudinal acceleration, tire pressure and temperature are captured in uncertainty in clo and C~ here. In addition to the vehicle yaw dynamics, the dynamics of the auxiliary steering actuator that is used to transmit the auxiliary steering angle is also being considered in analysis and design.
(1)
where c f o , cr0 are the nominal tire cornering stiffnesses at P p is the road adhesion factor and a/ and 4 are the tire side slip angles given by The ]ongitudina(ve]ociv v is treated as a varying parameter here rather than an uncertain one as it can be easily measured and used for gain scheduling. It is assumed to vary between a minimum value of 10 mls and a maximum value of 50 d s during operation.
The steering controller is assumed to be softly-shut off at speeds below 10 d s since the driver is easily capable of rejecting yaw disturbances at these speeds without the need for an additional steering input. The maximum value of the friction coefficient p is assumed to be one (dry road) while its minimum value is assumed to vary between 0.2 (icy road) at low speeds and 0.8 (wet road) at high speeds as seen in Figure 2 .
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The transfer function from the front wheel steering angle 6s to the yaw rate r can be computed from (1)-(4) .as
The six operating conditions considered in design are all at the boundary of the operating domain and are marked with crosses in Figure 2 . The aim in steering controller design is to make sure that stable operation and then improved yaw dynamics are achieved for all six operating conditions (assuming that similar results will then hold within the whole operating domain as well) and all possible values of the other uncertain parameters. The improved yaw dynamics corresponds to good disturbance rejection properties where the possible disturbances include the effect of side wind forces and p-split braking. A novel, disturbance observer based steering controller is designed and shown to effectively achieve the desired aims in this paper. This steering cpntroller has a low frequency fading effect (a control feature previously applied to a different steering controller structure and published in Ackermann and BUnte, 1997), leaving the low frequency, non-critical steering tasks to the driver and intervening only in the frequency range where the driver's reaction time is insufficient.
The steady state gain of the nominal single track model is
Two Degree Of Freedom Steering Control
The disturbance observer is a specific method of designing a two degree of freedom control architecture to achieve insensitivity to modeling error and disturbance rejection (Ohnishi, 1987; Umeno and Hori, 1991; Giivenq and Srinivasan, 1994) . Its implementation for vehicle yaw dynamics improvement where an auxiliary steering actuator is used is displayed in Fig. 3 . Referring to this figure, G=G,(I+A,,j is the single track yaw dynamics model with multiplicative uncertainty A, , , , G, is the nominal model or a desired vehicle yaw dynamics model to be followed and G, is the auxiliary steering actuator model. r is the vehicle yaw rate and S, and 6, are the steering commands coming from the driver via the steering wheel and the auxiliary steering angle coming from the steering controller, respectively. Gd is the transfer hnction from yaw disturbance torque Md to yaw rate. Disturbance observer design requirements are specified in terms of the unity gain low pass filter Q which should be small at high frequencies for sensor noise attenuation and robustness of stability in the presence of high frequency unmodelled dynamics. At low frequencies, Q is usually chosen as unity for good steady state accuracy, disturbance rejection and model regulation. Then, due to the specific controller structure, the input-output behavior of the controlled system including its steady state behavior will be the same as that of the nominal (or desired) model G,, up to the bandwidth of the low pass filter Q. The low frequency design requirements are, however, remarkably different in the vehicle steering control application considered here where the driving task should be left to the driver at low frequencies (i.e. the fading effect). The result is that, contrary to standard disturbance observer design practice, a bandpass Q filter has to be designed as is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the other design specifications have also been summarized. The disturbance observer, then, acts only within its band-pass region to improve vehicle yaw dynamics.
A similar vehicle steering control architecture was applied in two previous studies Aksun Giivenq et al, 2001 ) to the steer-by-wire type implementation. r-stability and weighted sensitivity type constraints were evaluated in controller parameter space to obtain a design which robustly satisfied the design objectives in Biinte et ai (2001) . A mixed sensitivity type robust performance criterion was used for the design in Aksun Guvenq et al (2001) . In contrast, this paper uses an auxiliary steering controller instead of a steer-by-wire implementation and also includes the fading effect to avoid auxiliary steering actuator saturation.
Parameter Space Design And Simulations
The Q filter is chosen to be the simplest band bass filter of the form
The pass band of Q(s) in (7) is between the frequencies lhbp and l/rQ in Hz. Tbbp is chosen here as 0.25 sec. The desired yaw dynamics model is chosen as a first order system here given by G, (+K,(v) r,s + 1 where K,}(v) is gain scheduled according to (6) . Note that the time constant T, can also be gain scheduled or that the nominal yaw dynamics model at the chosen velocity can also be used as the desired model. The actuator used is modeled as the second order system
The two free controller parameters G, and TQ are tuned in the design effort to meet the mixed sensitivity requirement
The sensitivity hnction weight Ws and the complementary sensitivity function weight W, that were used in design are 0.3333s i 4.2 1.8s + 1.26 ws (4 = The complementary sensitivity weight in (12) is designed to penalize parametric uncertainty at low frequencies and unmodeled dynamics uncertainty at high frequencies.
The design approach is based on mapping the frequency domain constraint (IO) with weights given in (1 1) and (12) into the plane of controller parameters 6, and rp More detailed information on the solution procedure used can be found in several references (Odenthal and Blue, 2000; Giivenq and Ackermann; Aksun Giivenc et al, 2001 ). This procedure is repeated for all six of the marked operating conditions in Figure 2 . The final solution region obtained by intersection in controller parameter plane of all regions and the region for Hurwitz stability is shown in Figure 5 . The final design point satisfying (10) for all six operating conditions is chosen as r, , =O. 12 sec and TQ=0.02 sec and is marked with a cross in the enlarged plot of Figure 6 .
A linear simulation study is performed next to assess the time domain performance that is achieved. Steering wheel and yaw moment disturbance step inputs are the two simulation maneuvers that were investigated. The steering wheel step input is normalized by the gain Kll(v) for dry road @=I) in .he simulations for easier comparison of the results. The linear simulation results shown in
Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the achievement of good steering command tracking and excellent disturbance rejection at all six operating points. The conventional car responses are displayed with dashed lines whereas the corresponding steering controlled car responses are displayed as solid lines. Note from Fig. 8 that the steering controller works mainly during the first 0.25 sec following the disturbance. The disturbance rejection task is then gradually handed over to the driver. The controlled disturbance rejection up to an assumed driver reaction time of 0.5 sec is seen to be superior to that of the conventional car. The gradual change in yaw rate after the 0.5 sec can easily be handled by the driver. Note that the timing of when the driver takes over can easily be adjusted by changing the parameter 'rbp in (7).
A realistic, nonlinear, higher order model that models the actual dynamics of the vehicle quite accurately is used to test the gain scheduling type of implementation. A commercially available program (Anon., 2000) that is also used by automotive companies in hardware in the loop simulation and rapid controller prototyping was chosen for this purpose. This program has a quite realistic model of a vehicle including tire, drive train, engine, suspension and transmission dynamics and coupling between its various subsystems. A p-split maneuver during which the tires enter an ice patch on one side while the tires on the other side are on dry road was selected for the simulation. This is a very demanding maneuver in which the conventional (uncontrolled) vehicle becomes unstable and does almost a complete turn (see top of Fig.  9 ). In contrast, the steering controller of this paper works very well by keeping the undesired yaw rotation to a very low level during this p-split maneuver as is seen in the bottom plot of Figure 9 . This result shows that the steering controller of this paper works quite satisfactorily in realistic situations also.
Summary
A two degree of freedom auxiliary steering controller based on the disturbance observer was used here for vehicle yaw dynamics improvement. Steering controller design was carried out in controller parameter space to satisfy a mixed sensitivity frequency domain bound, thus solving a robust performance problem. Quite untypical of disturbance observer design, a band pass Q filter was used here to achieve the desired fading action. In this manner, the steering controller only intervened during the panic reaction time of the driver, leaving the driving task gradually back to the driver afterwards. Linear simulation results were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. Demonstration of the improved performance by a more realistic, nonlinear simulation maneuver with a velocity based gain scheduling formulation for operating the control smoothly with changing speed was also presented. ." (-4 Figure 6 Solution region satisfying constraints at all six operating points -enlarged view Vehicle Path
